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SHORT CV OF THE SUPERVISOR 
 
Clinical psychologist, doctorate in the field of clinical psychology (FP-UL, 2012), singing course at the National 
Conservatory of Lisbon (1989), music therapist (certified by APMT). Pos-Doc fellow at CESEM (from 2015 to 2018), 
currently working in the professional category of researcher integrated in the Group of Education and Human 
Development and coordinator of the line of Therapeutic Effects of Cesem Music (FCSH-NOVA), accumulating 
functions of teaching in the Master of Music Therapy at the Lusiada University of Lisbon (since 2009) and in the 
Master of Creátion Artistique - option Musicotherapie at the René-Descartes-Paris 5 University (since 2015) and 
private activity as a psychotherapist and music therapist. She is the author of several publications in the scope of 
the research activity about the origin of communicative musicality and music therapy applied to perinatality and 
neonatology.  
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PROJECT TITLE AND SHORT DESCRIPTION 
 

Music therapy in the neonatal care of preterm dyads: a longitudinal study. 
 
Music therapy intervention in neonatal care has been widely referenced as a complementary practice of 
individualized care and of family-centered care. The scientific literature presents positive results, particularly in 
the short term. Nevertheless, longitudinal studies to evaluate long-term effects of music therapy on children’s 
neurodevelopment, on their parents’ mental health and on relationships between parents and their children are 
needed. Music therapy longitudinal studies, in addition to being on going, are scarce (Ghetti et al., 2019; Haslbek 
et al., 2020). Contingent singing - attuned with the behavioral signals of the hospitalized infant - is a common 
methodology of music therapy in the neonatal care (Haslbek et al. 2020; Shoemark, 2018, 2019; Ettenberger, 
2017). However, we know little about the descriptors of musical and acoustic production of contingent singing. 
Although singing, with and without the use of words (humming), is a common practice, in the context of music 
therapy it would relevant to analyze the impact that both of these modalities of vocal production may have in 
self-regulation, attention and in the affective attunement between the parents and the preterm newborn. 
 
The main goal of our work plan is to evaluate the impact, in the short and medium term, of a protocol of music 
therapy focused in the use of singing directed to the preterm newborn in a contingent way. This intervention will 
be carried on with a sample of preterm dyads in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). This group of preterm 
dyads will become the “experimental group” (EG) and will be compared to a “control group” (CG) which will only 
receive the usual care provided by the NICU.  
 
Another objective is to characterize, in terms of musical and acoustic parameters, the vocal and musical 
productions of the music therapist and the mother that prove to be effective for the self-regulation, attention 
and vocal responsiveness of the preterm newborn in a behavioral state of moderate arousal. Finally we intend 
to analyze, in both groups, the musical and acoustic characteristics of the vocal interactions between the mother 
and the baby at 3, 6 and 9 months of corrected age.  
 

SCIENTIFIC AREA WHERE THE PROJECT FITS BEST 
 
Social Sciences and Humanities (SOC) 
 
We thus aim to contribute in an innovative way for an improved systematization of the musical production and/or 
improvisation practices used by music therapists for the promotion of contingent vocal communication directed 
to preterm newborns. Consequently, we hope to reinforcethe standardization of good practices delivered to the 
vulnerable newborn as recommended by the European Standards of Care for Newborn Health produced by the 
European Foundation for the Care of Newborn Infants (EFCNI) and also to gather conditions to produce future 
multicentric studies at both European and international level. 

 


